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SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS, m-SETS, AND GALOIS GROUPS

DAVID CASPERSON AND JOHN MCKAY

Abstract. Given the elementary symmetric functions in {r,} (i = 1, ..., n),

we describe algorithms to compute the elementary symmetric functions in the

products {fyr¡2 ■■•r¡m} (1 < ix < ••• < im < n) and in the sums {ri{ +

r¡2 + ■ ■ ■ + rim] (1 < i] < • • • < i'm < n). The computation is performed

over the coefficient ring generated by the elementary symmetric functions. We

apply FFT multiplication of series to reduce the complexity of the algorithm

for sums. An application to computing Galois groups is given.

1. Introduction

Let

(1) Wk(rx,r2,... ,r„)=       J^       riJh'--nk
l<i\<-<ik<n

denote the elementary symmetric function of degree k in {r,} , i = 1, ... , n .

We compute the power sum functions â°j(rx, r2,...) = J2jr[ from the ele-

mentary symmetric functions, and vice versa, using Newton's method consisting

of iteratively finding ¿Px(f), â"2(f), ...  from the identity

k-l

(2) &k + k[-l)kg,k = -Y,(-l)'%&k-i,

and in the reverse direction %x,%2, ... are derived from

l   k

(3) ir, = i£(-i)'+1^,irfc_,..
/=i

We find the elementary symmetric functions of the sums {/,-, +ri%-\-h r,m}

(1 < j'i < ••• < im < n) and the products {r;ir,2 •••/•,„,} (1 < z'i < ••• <

im <n), given the elementary symmetric functions of the {r¡} (i = 1, ... , n).

Equivalently, let f(x) e K[x] be a monic polynomial of degree n with roots

rx, ... ,rne L, where K isa field of characteristic 0, and L an extension of K.

We are given the coefficients of f(x), and we wish to calculate the coefficients

of f+m(x), the monic polynomial in K[x] whose roots are r,-, + r,2 H-1- rim

(1 < ix < i2 < ■■■ < im < n), and of fxm(x), whose roots are ritri2 •••/•,-„,

(1 < j'i < i-2 < ••• < im < n). Furthermore, our calculations are exact: the
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arithmetic is performed entirely in K and does not involve estimating the roots

of f(x) (compare [20, 21]).
Newton's method may be applied to give algorithms for computing f+m(x)

and fxm(x). A method for computing f+m(x) has appeared elsewhere [2],

but we believe our method for computing f+m(x) is new.

2. The algorithms

We adopt the following notation and conventions throughout: the monic

polynomial f(x) = Y!i=oaix"~l °f degree n has roots {r,} (i = 1, ... , n)

denoted as a set by R(/). We let Rm(/) denote {A ç R(/): card ,4 = m} ,

Vk[f) = 8k[R[f)) = (-l)kak, and <?k(f) = &k[R[f)). We adopt the con-
ventions that £} 0 = 0, fT 0 = 1, and that 0° = 1 : thus for any noncon-

stant polynomial g(x), we have g+0(x) = x and gx0(x) — x - 1, so that

&k(g+0) = ¿k,o and &k(gx0) = 1. We define ||y(jc)||oo to be max, |a,|.

We obtain relations between &>k[f) and either &k(f+m) or 3°k(fxm).

Computing ¿?k[f) using (2), and ê'k(f+m) using (3) provides fast algorithms
for computing f+m(x) or fxm(x). To derive relations between ^¡(f) and

either ^m(f+k) or ¿?m(fxk), we apply Newton's relations to a polynomial

F(X) = IlreRi/)^ - a(r^ ^or some suitably chosen function q . The polyno-

mial F(X) serves as a convenient notational device.

2.1. Computing symmetric functions of sums of roots. For a e K (a field

of characteristic 0) define exp(as) = Y,T=o(ah/nl")sh e KU.S)] as a formal
power series; and for any monic polynomial g(x) e K[x] define the for-

mal power series Hg(s) e K[[s]] by Hg(s) = Y^LQsh^>h(g)lh\ •   Note that
Hg[s) = Er6R(i) exP(r5) •

For a given monic f(x)eK[x], let F(X) = T\r6R{f)(X-exp(rs))eK[[s]](X).

We have

(4) <?„(F) =   £ (™p(rs))h

r€R(/)

(5) =   T (eMrhs)) = Hf(hs),
rt*(f)

and

(6) rM(F)=    £    ( Il exp(r^) )

(7) =    £   «p(*X>)
ÄGRm(/) V   r&R   )

(8) =    £    e\ü(sp) = Hf+n,(s),

p€R(f+>»)

so, from (3), we have

1   m

(9) Hf*m[s) = — E(-l)A+1^/(Ä5)///+(m-/„(5)   for m > 1
h=\
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Noting that the coefficient of sk in Hf(hs) is hk times the corresponding

coefficient of Hf(s), we can match coefficients of powers of s in (9) to obtain,

for m > 1, k > 0,

do)    &k(f+m) = I ¿(-i)A+i £ (^A^(/)^-7a+(M+A)).
A=l j=0 \J'

This equation can be used directly to give an efficient algorithm to compute

f+m(x) from f(x) when m and n are small, but for larger values, equation

(9) gives the more efficient

Algorithm S: Computation of f+m(x).
Input: The coefficients of f(x) = xn + J2"=x fl/*"-1 and an integer m,

1 < m < n.
Output: the coefficients of the polynomial f+m(x).

S-l Let N denote (m) = deg/+m. Compute &k(f) for k = 0,... , N
using (2), giving

Hf(s) (mods"+1).

S-2 For i = 2, ... , m compute Hf+¡(s)  (modsN+x) using (9).

Note: Hf+0(s) = 1 and Hf+,(s) = Hf(s).
S-3 From

N

(11) Hf+m(s) = Y2^k{f+m)sk/k\ (mods**1)
k=0

find the values of â°k(f+m) for k = 0, ... , N ; and then compute f+m(x)

using (3).
End.

2.2. Computing symmetric functions of products of roots. Here we take F(X) e

K[X] to be the polynomial F(X) = YlreR,f)(X - rk), for some fixed integer

k > 0. (Recall that 0° = 1.) We have

(12) W)=   £ {rk)h=&kh(f)

'€R(/)

and

(13) Zm{F)=    £    U\A =    £    [X\r)k

(14) =     £    Pk=&k(fxn),

p€R(f*m)

so, using (3), we get

1    m

(15) ^fc(/xm) = -£(-l)A+1^A(/)^(/><(m-A))   form>l,k>0.

h=l
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This gives the following algorithm for computing fxm(x) from f(x).

Algorithm P: Computation of fxm(x).

Input: The coefficients of f(x) = xn + YÜ¡=\ aix"~' and an integer m ,

1 < m < n.
Output: the coefficients of the polynomial fxm(x).

P-l Compute 3Pk(f) for k = 0, ... , m(m) using (2).
P-2 For i = 2, ... , m compute

{<?k(fxi)\k = 0,...,(m)}

using (15).
Note: We have /x0(jc) = x - 1  (i.e., &>k(fx0) = 1 for all k), and

fxX(x) = f(x).
P-3 Compute the coefficients of fxm(x) from [&>k(f xm)}  (k = 0,...,

(£)) using (3)
End.

3. Implementation of algorithms

We comment on the implementation of Algorithms S and P.
Exact results require an unlimited-precision integer arithmetic package.1 For

our applications we found that care was required in implementing the arithmetic
for two reasons: first, low-level implementation issues such as the allocation and

reclamation of storage were delicate because intermediate quantities in these

calculations were much larger than indicated by the max norm of the polynomial
computed; second, the coefficients in our applications were several thousand
digits long, making fast arithmetic important.

3.1. Implementation of Algorithm S. Step 2 of Algorithm S requires (™) se-

ries multiplications, each series having  (m)  terms.   The use of conventional

technique for multiplying series would require 0((™)(m) ) rational arithmetic

operations. When (m) is large, it pays to use Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT)

to perform the series multiplications to reduce this to 0((m) (m) log (m)) arith-

metic operations.

The FFT algorithm (see [12]) requires at least (m) roots of unity in the

coefficient ring. To meet this requirement, yet still have exact arithmetic, we

compute the canonical homomorphic image of f+m(x) in the finite field ¥p,

where p is a prime chosen so that the FFT algorithm works. After computing
the image of f+m(x) in ¥p[x] for sufficiently many primes p, we recover

f+m(x) using the Chinese Remainder Algorithm.

We choose the primes p¡ as follows: let «o be an integer such that 2"° > (m).

(Note that we may take n0 < n, as (m) < ([n"2¡) < 2n.) Let M be an

integer provably greater than ||/+m(x)||00. Then pick a sequence of primes

Pi,P2, ■■■ ,Pk such that

'Such packages are provided by Pari [1], Algeb [9], as well as many other commercial symbolic

computation packages.
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k

(16) Y[Pl>2M,
i=i

(17) Pt> [    )    for i= 1, ... ,k, and

(18) 2"° = 1 (modpi)   fori=l,...,k.

Condition (16) allows us to use the Chinese Remainder Algorithm to recover

f+m(x) from its modular images (see [6]). We require condition (17) so that

the homomorphic image of Hf+m(s) is well defined modulo sN+x, and so that

the <§*;(/+m) is recoverable from &>k(f+m) using (3). Condition (18) allows

us to use FFT techniques to perform the series multiplications.
Combining this, gives Algorithm SI.

Algorithm SI: Implementation of Algorithm S.
Input: The coefficients of f(x) = xn + £"_, aixn~l e Z[x] and an

integer m , 1 < m < n .

Output: the coefficients of the polynomial f+m(x) e Z[x].

SI-1 Let N denote (m) = deg/+m. Choose «o to be an integer such

that 2"° > N. Find an M provably greater than ||/+m||oo •

SI-2 Compute ¿Pk(f) for k = 0, ... , N using (2), giving

Hf(s) (mods"+1).

SI-3 Find a sequence of word-size primes px,p2,... ,pk such that

1. UliPi>2M,
2. Pt>(m) for i = l,...,fc,and
3. 2"° = 1 (modpi) for i=l,...,k.
Let " : Z[x] —> ¥p.[x] denote the canonical homomorphism.   For
i = 1, ... , k perform the following two steps in ¥Pi :

SI-3(a) Compute Hf+i(s)  (modsN+x) using (9) for j = 2,... , m .
Use standard FFT techniques to perform the series multiplications in
0(N log N) arithmetic operations over ¥p¡.
SI-3(b) From

_ N  _
(19) Hf+m(s) = J2^i(f+m)/l-'s' (modj"+1)

/=o

read off the values of a°¡(f+m) for / = 0, ... , N, and then compute

f+m(x) using (3).
SI-4 Compute f+m(x) from its images modulo p¡, i = 1, ... , k, using

the Chinese Remainder Algorithm.
End.

In addition to increasing the speed of series multiplication, doing the com-

putation in ¥p has another advantage: the intermediate quantities in computa-

tions using (9) are bounded by p, which in practice we choose to be less than

the computer wordsize. A disadvantage is the need to find a provable upper

bound M > ||/+m||oo before computing f+m .
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Note that the coefficients of Hf(s) are rational, even when f(x) e Z[x], so

a direct implementation of Algorithm S for monic integer polynomials may be

speeded up by storing the coefficients of Hf+¡(s) = '^2¡>o^Bi(f+l)sl rather than

those of Hf+i(s), and making modifications so thatlhe algorithm uses only
integer (rather than rational) arithmetic.

3.2. Implementation of Algorithm P. The equation (15) is a relation between

integers, so Algorithm P can be implemented directly using a multi-precision

integer package. Our greatest difficulty in using this algorithm was the very large
size of the coefficients generated. When computing a degree-924 polynomial

with coefficients of about 5000 digits (see §5), we found it simplest to create

m temporary files, with the /th file containing the numbers ¿Pk(fxi) (k =

0, ... , (m)) ■ This gave us tight control over the internal storage required in
step 2 of Algorithm P at the expense of a few sequential file operations.

4. Applications to computational Galois theory

Let f(x) = Z[x] be monic and irreducible. A theoretical method for com-

puting G = Galq(f), the Galois group of f(x) over the rationals, has long

been known [23], but, as it involves factoring a polynomial of total degree n\

in n + 1 variables, it is impracticable in cases of interest.
Practical techniques are much more recent. See [20, 21, 13, 19, 18]. A

package for computing Galo_(/) for deg/ < 7 is available in Maple [5],2 and

the transitive permutation groups of degree < 15 have been catalogued [3,4,

16, 17], but much remains to be done in developing feasible computational

techniques for finding the Galois groups of polynomials of such a degree.

One invariant for distinguishing among potential candidates for the Galois
group, G, of a given polynomial is the orbit structure of w-sets of roots under

the Galois action. The lengths of the orbits of Rm(/) under the action of G
form a partition of (m), which is a (/-invariant and may be used to distinguish

between potential Galois groups.
Let F(X) be f+m(X) (or fxm(X)). We have F(X) e Z[X], and if

F(X) is squarefree, we can write F = FXF2---Fk, where the F, are distinct

monic irreducible polynomials. Furthermore, these F¡ correspond to orbits of

Rm(/) under G. That is, we can partition Rm(f) as U/U^i so that F¡ =

rL?e.s?■(•* _ 52 -R) (or YÍRe^(x ~ n^)) • Assuming that F(X) is squarefree is
not a major restriction; for, if needed, we can apply a Tschirnhaus transforma-

tion to / in order to make this so. Thus, the degrees of the irreducible factors
of f+m(x) (or fxm(x)) are Galois invariants.

In §5 we see that it is genetically faster to compute f+m(x) than fxm(x).

The following shows that computing fxm(x) may nevertheless uncover inter-

esting information (see [8, 11, 14]).

Let f(z, t,u) e<Q(t, u)[z] be

(20) f(z,t,u) = (z- l)g,(z)h3(z) - tz3(z + 1),

where

(21) g3(z) = z3- (2u + 2)z2 - (4u + 2)z - 2«,

2Now extended to GalK{f), K = Q(ii , t2 , ... , tk).
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with roots {zg} , and

(22) hi(z) = z3-(u-l)z2-uz- u2/2,

with roots {zn} . We find that

(23) u2z3g3(l/z) + 2h3(u(z+l)) = 0,

so that l/zg = zn/u - 1. Because GalQ(<jU)/ = PGL(3, 2), we know that

fx3(z, t, u) has a unique irreducible degree-seven factor: u1 f(z/u-1, -t, u).

For the same reason, f+3(z, t, u) also has an irreducible factor of degree seven,
but in this case it is

zt¿ (Iz + UZ- u2)(3z2 - 6z + 1 - 6uz - u)t

(24) - (z - 2u - 2)(2z3 - %uz2 + (10m2 - 4m - 6)z - 4u3 + 3m2)

(2z3 - (6m + 8)z2 + (2 - 8m)z - 3m2 + 2m)/4,

which appears to have no such nice interpretation. Note that the computations

with (20) are more efficient after putting u = -2a, so that the coefficients are
integers.

5. Performance

The examples in this section arose from computer verification that the

Mathieu groups Mxx and Mx2 are Galois groups over Q. (Darmon and Ford's

verification of Matzat's result may be found in [7]. They used /?-adic approxi-
mation to prove directly that a polynomial invariant (derived from the Steiner
system and evaluated on the roots) was integer-valued, rather than use symmet-
ric function methods to obtain their result. In this instance it appears that this
p-adic technique is faster.)

The algorithms discussed in §2 and §3 were implemented by one of the au-
thors (Casperson) in Pari. These algorithms were tested on the polynomials
shown in Tables 1 and 2. Similar polynomials, first given in [15] and also used

Table 1. Coefficients of fxx(x)

The polynomial fxx(x) = xxx + £|¿j aix.11-/

a, a¡ at

+2
-484
-520

+85520
+15392

-6191296

+3032192

8
9

10
11

+105904640
+252830720
+27555840

+1753436160

Table 2. Coefficients of fx2(x)

The polynomial /12(jc) = jc12 +- £j¿, a,x12"'

a< a,

+4
-526
-940

+106095

-20856
-9429444

+14732616
+282523695

9
10
11
12

-5349260
-1475917191

-44569205004

+137613183361
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Table 3. Degrees, norms, and computation time (CPU-seconds

on a MIPS M-120/5) for the polynomials calculated

Polynomial F

/iiW+5
/n(x)x5

/12(X)+6

/l2WX6

degF

462

462

924

924

1.98 x 10487

1.65 x 101941

7.83 x 10997

1.15 x 105146

time

3885 s

5855 s

31185s

80753 s

in [7], exhibit the Mathieu groups Mxx and MX2 as Galois groups over Q.

Table 3 summarizes the results of these calculations. Note the ratio of the
norms of /j{5 and fx5, and of fl2~6 and /,x6. In terms of the polynomials

given here, those given in [15, 7] are fxx(x + 9) and /i2(-x + 8) • We have shifted

the roots to reduce the norms.

5.1. Choosing between Algorithm S and Algorithm P. In applications where
f+m(x) and fxm(x) provide essentially the same information, such as in §4,

one is free to choose between Algorithm S and Algorithm P. The latter has
the practical advantage of taking less effort to implement and seems preferable

when the coefficient size is small throughout the computation. On the other

hand, in our experience Algorithm S is faster than Algorithm P when one has
||/+m||oo < 11/ xm||oo • We do not have a rigorous argument to prove that this is

so, but we note that the roots of f+m are homogeneous of weight 1 in the roots

of f(x), whereas the roots of fxm are homogeneous of weight m . Finally,

when ||/+w||oo < ||/xm||oo, the cost of extracting further information from

either f+m(x) or fxm(x) may lead one to favor Algorithm S. The ratio of

times for computing f+3(z, t,u): fx3(z, t,u) in (20) is about 10:3.

5.2. Comparison with other techniques. Unlike Stauduhar's method [20, 21],

the symmetric function methods are largely independent of the coefficient ring,
and so apply directly to, say, coefficients in Q(tx, t2, ... , tk).

Algorithm SI is the fastest such algorithm for computing f+m(x) known to
us, and it seems to be significantly faster than the symmetric function algorithm
of [10] and [22].

For / in Q[x], it is possible to use approximations over C or Qp to the
roots of / to build f+m(x) or fxm(x), but a proof is needed that the coef-

ficients of these are the rounded values of the coefficients of the approximate

computed polynomials. Rigorous error bounds are, as usual, easier to find us-

ing a non-Archimedean valuation. Over Qp , the integer p should be a splitting

prime, but these have a density of only 1/| GalQ(/)| ; however, implementation
of arithmetic with nonsplitting primes is much less efficient. The target poly-
nomial is built recursively by multiplying pairs of approximately equal-degree
polynomials. Over C we start with quadratic and linear factors over R.
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